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Abstract
In politics, neologisms are frequently invented
for partisan objectives. For example, “undoc-
umented workers” and “illegal aliens” refer to
the same group of people (i.e., they have the
same denotation), but they carry clearly differ-
ent connotations. Examples like these have
traditionally posed a challenge to reference-
based semantic theories and led to increasing
acceptance of alternative theories (e.g., Two-
Factor Semantics) among philosophers and
cognitive scientists. In NLP, however, pop-
ular pretrained models encode both denota-
tion and connotation as one entangled repre-
sentation. In this study, we propose an ad-
versarial nerual netowrk that decomposes a
pretrained representation as independent deno-
tation and connotation representations. For
intrinsic interpretability, we show that words
with the same denotation but different conno-
tations (e.g., “immigrants” vs. “aliens”, “estate
tax” vs. “death tax”) move closer to each other
in denotation space while moving further apart
in connotation space. For extrinsic application,
we train an information retrieval system with
our disentangled representations and show that
the denotation vectors improve the viewpoint
diversity of document rankings.
1 Introduction
Language carries information through both deno-
tation and connotation. For example, a reporter
writing an article about the leftmost wing of the
Democratic party can choose to refer to the group
as “progressives” or as “radicals”. The word choice
does not change the individuals referred to, but
it does communicate significantly different senti-
ments about the policy positions discussed. This
type of linguistic nuance presents a significant
challenge for natural language processing systems,
most of which fundamentally assume words to have
similar meanings if they are surrounded in similar
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Figure 1: Nearest neighbors of government-run health-
care (triangles) and economic stimulus (circles). Note
that words cluster as strongly by policy denotation
(shapes) as by partisan connotation (colors); namely,
pretrained representations conflate denotation with con-
notation. Plotted by t-SNE with perplexity = 10.
word contexts. Such assumption risks confusing
differences in connotation for differences in deno-
tation or vice versa. For example, using a common
skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained on
a news corpus (described in §3.2), Figure 1 shows
nearest neighbors of “government-run healthcare”
and “economic stimulus”. The resulting t-SNE
clusters are influenced as much by policy deno-
tation (shapes) as they are by partisan connota-
tion (colors1). Using these entangled representa-
tions in applications such as information retrieval
could have pernicious consequences such as rein-
forcing ideological echo chambers and political
polarization. For example, a right-leaning query
like “taxpayer-funded healthcare” could make one
equally (if not more) likely to see articles about
“totalitarian” and “horror stories” than about “af-
fordable healthcare”.
To address this, we propose classifier probes that
1Throughout this paper, blue reflects partisan leaning to-
ward the Democratic Party and red reflects partisan leaning
toward the Republican Party in the United States.
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measure denotation and connotation information in
a given pretrained representation, and we arrange
the probe losses in an adversarial setup in order to
decompose the entangled pretrained meaning into
distinct denotation and connotation representations
(§4). We evaluate our model intrinsically and show
that the decomposed representations effectively dis-
entangle these two dimensions of semantics (§5).
We then apply the decomposed vectors to an in-
formation retrieval task and demonstrate that our
method improves the viewpoint diversity of the re-
trieved documents (§6). All data, code, preprocess-
ing procedures, and hyperparameters are included
in the appendix and our GitHub repository.2
2 Philosophical Motivation
Consider the following two sentences: “Undocu-
mented workers are undocumented workers” vs.
“Undocumented workers are illegal aliens”. Frege
(1892) famously used sentence pairs like these,
which have the same truth conditions but clearly
different meanings, in order to argue that mean-
ing is composed of two components: “reference”,
which is some set of entities or state of affairs, and
“sense”, which accounts for how the reference is
presented, encompassing a large range of aspects
such as speaker belief and social convention.
In contemporary philosophy of language, the
sense and reference argument has evolved into
debates of semantic externalism vs. internalism
and referential vs. conceptual role semantics. Ex-
ternalists and referentialists3 continue the truth-
conditional tradition and emphasize meaning as
some entity to which one is causally linked, invari-
ant of one’s psychological encoding of the referent
(Putnam, 1975; Kripke, 1972). On the other hand,
conceptual role semanticists emphasize meaning as
what inferences one can draw from a lexical con-
cept, deemphasizing the exact entities which the
concept includes (Greenberg and Harman, 2005).
Naturally, a popular position takes the Cartesian
product of both schools of meaning (Block, 1986;
Carey, 2009). This view is known as Two-Factor
Semantics, and it forms the inspiration for our
work. To avoid confusion with definitions from ex-
isting literature, we use the terms “denotation” and
“connotation” rather than “reference” and “concept”
when discussing our models in this paper.
2https://github.com/awebson/congressional adversary
3Technically, one can be a referentialist while also being a
semantic internalist. See Gasparri and Marconi (2019) for a
3 Data
We assume that it is possible to disentangle the
two factors of semantics by grounding language to
different components of the non-linguistic context.
In particular, our approach assumes access to a set
of training sentences, each of which grounds to
a denotation d (which approximates reference) or
a connotation c (which approximates conceptual
inferences). We require at least one of d or c to be
observed, but we do not require both (elaborated in
§4.3). In this work, d and c are discrete symbols.
However, our model could be extended to settings
in which d and c are feature vectors.
While we are interested in learning lexical-level
denotation and connotation, we train on sentence-
and document-level speaker and reference labels.
We argue that this emulates a more realitic form
of supervision. For example, we often have meta-
data about a politician (e.g., party and home state)
when reading or listening to what they say, and
we are able to aggregate this to make lexical-level
judgements about denotation and connotation.
We experiment on two corpora: the Congres-
sional Record (CR) and the Partisan News Corpus
(PN), which differ in linguistic style, partisanship
distribution (Figure 2), and the available labels for
grounding denotation and connotation.
Figure 2: Vector spaces that result from training vanilla
word2vec on the Congressional Record (left) and Par-
tisan News (right). We evaluate on both corpora, but
note that the Partisan News corpus better exemplifies
the problem we target where words cluster strongly ac-
cording to ideological stance.
3.1 Congressional Record
The Congressional Record (CR) is the official
transcript of the floor speeches and debates of
nuanced overview as well as related theories in linguistics and
cognitive science.
Name Corpus Vocab. Num. Sent. Denotation Grounding Connotation Grounding
CR BILL Congr. Record 21,170 381,847 legislation title (1,029-class) speaker party (2-class)
CR TOPIC Congr. Record 21,170 381,847 policy topic (41-class) speaker party (2-class)
CR PROXY Congr. Record 111,215 5,686,864 none (LM proxy) speaker party (2-class)
PN PROXY Partisan News 138,439 3,209,933 none (LM proxy) publisher partisan leaning (3-class)
Table 1: Summary of model variants experimented.
the United States Congress dating back to 1873.
Gentzkow et al. (2019) digitized and identified ap-
proximately 70% of these speeches with a unique
speaker, where each speaker is labeled with their
gender, party, chamber, state, and district. To con-
strain the political and linguistic change over time,
we use a subset of the corpus from 1981 to 2011.4
In order to assign labels that can be used as prox-
ies of denotation, we weakly label each sentence
with both its legislative topic and the specific bill
being debated.5 To do this, we collected a list
of congressional bills from the U.S. Government
Publishing Office.6 For our purposes, this data pro-
vides the congressional session, policy topic, and
an informal short title for each bill. We perform
a regular expression search for each bill’s short
title among the speeches in its corresponding con-
gressional session. For bills that are mentioned at
least 3 times, we assume that the speech in which
the bill was mentioned as well as 3 subsequent
speeches are referring to that bill, and we label
each speech with the title and the policy topic of
that bill. Speeches that are not labeled by this pro-
cess are discarded. Additional details and examples
are given in Appendix D.
3.2 Partisan News Corpus
Hyperpartisan News is a set of web articles col-
lected for a 2019 SemEval Task (Kiesel et al.,
2019). It consists of articles scraped from the polit-
ical sections of 383 news outlets in English. Each
article is associated with a publisher which, in turn,
has been manually labeled with a partisan lean-
ing on a five-point scale: “left, center-left, center,
center-right, right”. Upon manual inspection, we
42011 is the latest session available for the Bound Edition
of CR; 1981 is chosen because the Reagan Administration
marks the last party realignment and thus we can expect conno-
tation signals to remain reasonably consistent over this period.
5We also experimented with collecting more precise ref-
erence labels using the entity linkers of both Google Cloud
and Facebook Research on a variety of corpora. However,
the results of entity linking were too poor to justify pursuing
this direction further. We would love to see future works that
devise creative ways to include better denotation grounding.
6https://www.govinfo.gov/bulkdata/BILLSTATUS
find that the distinctions between right vs. center-
right and left vs. center-left are prone to annotation
artifacts. Therefore, we collapse these labels into a
three-point scale, and we refer to this 3-class cor-
pus as the Partisan News (PN) corpus throughout.
No denotation label is available for this corpus.
4 Model
Section 4.1 describes our model architecture. Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3 then describe specific instantia-
tions that we use in our experiments. These variants
are summarized in Table 1.
4.1 Overall Architecture
Let Vdeno, Vconno, Vpretrained be the vector spaces of
denotation, connotation, and pretrained spaces re-
spectively. Our model consists of two adversarial
decomposers:
D : Vpretrained → Vdeno
C : Vpretrained → Vconno
The goal is to train D to preserve as much deno-
tation information as possible while removing as
much connotation information as possible from the
pretrained representation. Symmetrically, C will
preserve as much connotation as possible while
removing as much denotation as possible from the
pretrained representation.
For clarity, let us focus on D for now. To mea-
sure how much denotation or connotation structure
is encoded in Vdeno, we use two classifiers probes
trained to predict the denotation label d or connota-
tion label c, which yield two cross-entropy losses
`deno. probe and `cono. probe respectively. In order to
encourage the decomposer D to preserve denota-
tion and remove connotation, we define its loss
function as
LD = σ(`deno. probe) + σ(`conno. adversary)
where σ is the sigmoid function and
`conno. adversary = KL Div (conno. probe predicted dist.,
uniform dist.)
Figure 3: Overall model and composition of losses
The adversarial loss `conno. adversary rewards D to
remove connotation structure such that the probe
prediction is random. Meanwhile, the probes them-
selves are still only gradient updated with the usual
cross-entropy losses—extracting and measuring as
much denotation or connotation information as pos-
sible—independent of the decomposer D.
As shown in Figure 3, C is set up symmetrically,
so it is trained with the usual classification loss
from its connotation probe and a KL divergence
adversarial loss from its denotation probe.
Finally, we impose a reconstruction probe R
with the loss function:
`recon. = 1− cos sim(R(vdeno, vconno), vpretrained)
which enforces that the combination of denotation
and connotation subspaces preserves all the seman-
tic meaning of the original pretrained space, as
opposed to merely encoding predictive features
that maximize probe accuracies. (We verified in
ablation experiments that this is in fact what hap-
pens without R.) Assembling everything together,
the decomposers D and C are jointly trained with
LJoint = LD + LC + `recon..
In principle, D and C can be a variety of sen-
tence encoders. In this work, we implement them
as simple mean bags of static embedding for two
reasons: First, it is difficult to interpret contextual-
ized embedding for an individual word (especially
for the type of analysis we present in §5). Sec-
ond, many of the interesting heavily connotative
expressions consist of multiple words (e.g., “social-
ized medicine”, “universal healthcare”) and com-
positionality is still far from being solved. There-
fore, we conjoin multiword expressions with un-
derscores so that we can model them in the same
way as atomic words.7
4.2 Connotation Probes
We exploit the fact that much of the debate in Amer-
ican politics today is (sadly) reducible to partisan
division (Lee, 2009; Klein, 2020), thus it is safe
to define the connotation label of every document
to be simply the partisanship of the speaker. Of
course, connotation in the general domain can en-
compass much more than liberals vs. conservatives,
and in future work, we hope to extend this to multi-
faceted connotations that are more true to the se-
mantic theories as discussed in §2. For now, in
CR, connotation is the speaker’s party, and in PN,
connotation is the partisan leaning of the publisher.
Again, in principle, the probes can be a variety
of neural modules. In this work, we implement the
connotation probes as 4-layer MLPs. We experi-
mented with the more popular 1-layer MLP and
1-linear-layer probes. However, when the probes
are shallow, the model converges before most of
the information that should be removed is in fact re-
moved. For example, when we use a 4-layer MLP
7Appendix B documents this preprocessing step in detail.
Throughout this paper, “words” refers to both individual words
and underscored short phrases.
probe on a decomposed representation trained with
a 1-layer probe, the 4-layer probe accuracies are
just as good as if the representation has not been de-
composed at all. That is, our experiments suggest
that the probes have to be sufficiently complex in
order to truly measure what denotation/connotation
structure is removed or preserved in a decomposed
representation.
4.3 Denotation Probes
For the CR corpus, we experimented with two types
of denotation labels: The specific piece of legisla-
tion under discussion and the general policy topic
under discussion. In CR BILL, the label is one of
the 1,029 short titles of bills. In CR TOPIC, the la-
bel is one of 41 policy topics. Both types of labels
are annotated as described in §3.1. For the same
reason as discussed in the previous paragraph, we
implement the denotation probes as 4-layer MLPs.
Additionally, as mentioned in Footnote 5, pre-
cise denotation labels are difficult to collect, so
we also experimented with more realistic settings
(CR PROXY and PN PROXY) which do not use any
denotation labels. In this case, we return to the theo-
ries discussed in §2 and note that, because semantic
meaning can be partitioned into two components,
we may assume pretrained representations encode
the overall meaning and any aspects of meaning
that are not explained by our connotation labels
must belong to denotation.8 Thus, we may continue
to use the pretraining objective (in this implemen-
tation, skip-gram-style context word prediction)
as a proxy probe for denotation information and
rely on the adversarial connotation probe to remove
connotation structure in the denotation space.
5 Intrinsic Evaluation
We confirm that our decomposed denotation and
connotation spaces reflect their intended purposes
by measuring their structures with homogeneity
metrics (§5.1) on three sets of evaluation words
(§5.2) as well as inspecting their t-SNE clusters.
5.1 Homogeneity Metrics
To quantify how much denotation or connotation
structure is encoded in a vector space, we define
8We acknowledge that this feels a bit backward: Ideally,
in a Fregean sense, everything not explained by reference is
left over to sense, rather than the converse. However, we are
constrained by the available grounding. In a different setting,
if we had explicit referential labels but no speaker information,
we could use skip-gram as the proxy for connotation instead.
the homogeneity (hdeno, hconno) of a given space
to be the average proportion of a query word’s
top-k nearest neighbors9 which share the same
denotation/connotation label as the query’s own
denotation/connotation label.10 In particular, we
are interested in comparing the delta of Vdeno and
Vconno against Vpretrained. For Vdeno, we hope to see
hdeno increase relative to the pretrained space and
see hconno decrease relative to the pretrained space.
For Vconno, we hope to observe movement in the
opposite direction.
As motivated in §3, our model is trained with
labels at the sentence-level, while homogeneities
are evaluated at the word-level. We assign a word’s
connotation label to simply be the party that uses
the word most often. For CR BILL and CR TOPIC,
we assign the word-level denotation label as either
the bill or the topic that uses the word most often.
For the PN corpus, no ground truth denotation label
is available, so we cannot directly measure hdeno,
but we show alternative evaluation in §5.3. Table 3
shows the baseline hdeno and hconno scores for em-
beddings pretrained on each corpus and evaluating
over two test sets of words (described in the next
section).
5.2 Test Sets
We evaluate on words sampled in three different
ways: Random is a random sample of 500 words
drawn from each corpus’ vocabulary that occur at
least 100 times in order to filter out web scrap-
ing artifacts, e.g., URLs and author bylines. High
Partisan is a sample of around 300 words from
each corpus’s vocabulary that occur at least 100
times and have high partisan skew; namely, words
that are uttered by a single party more than 70%
of the time. This threshold is chosen based on
manual inspection, but we have evaluated on other
thresholds as well with no significant difference
in results. This High Partisan set is then bisected
into two disjoint sets as dev and test data for model
selection. All word sets sampled at different ratios
are included in our released data. Finally, Luntz-
esque is a small set of manually-vetted pairs of
words that are known to have the same denotation
but different connotations. Most of them are drawn
9We set k = 10, but we found that evaluation results
remain robust across different choices of k.
10We also ran sklearn.homogeneity score but saw
no difference in trends, so we report our homogeneity metric
for its simple interpretability.
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Figure 4: Neighborhood of “deficit” in Vpretained, Vdeno, and Vconno of PN PROXY. Arrows point to the top-10 nearest
neighbors. Colors reflect partisan leaning, where more opaque dots are more heavily partisan words. Note that in
Vpretained and in Vconno, the nearest neighbors are all Republican-leaning words, whereas they are balanced in Vdeno.
Vdeno (and ∆ with Vpre) Vconno (and ∆ with Vpre)
Test Set Model hdeno ∆ (↑) hconno ∆ (↓) hdeno ∆ (↓) hconno ∆ (↑)
High Partisan CR BILL 0.28 +0.09 0.65 −0.11 0.02 −0.17 0.89 +0.13
CR TOPIC 0.53 +0.18 0.59 −0.17 0.07 −0.28 0.98 +0.21
CR PROXY 0.07 +0.00 0.71 −0.00 0.04 −0.03 0.99 +0.28
PN PROXY – – 0.40 −0.26 – – 0.76 +0.10
Random CR BILL 0.14 +0.05 0.69 −0.01 0.04 −0.06 0.77 +0.07
CR TOPIC 0.31 +0.02 0.63 −0.07 0.14 −0.15 0.81 +0.11
CR PROXY 0.04 +0.00 0.64 −0.00 0.02 −0.03 0.85 +0.21
PN PROXY – – 0.39 −0.21 – – 0.69 +0.09
Table 2: Intrinsic evaluation results across models and test sets. ∆ is change relative to Vpretrained (Table 3). Arrows
in parentheses mark the desired directions of change. Note that because denotation labels have far more classes
than connotation labels, the magnitude of hdeno and hconno are not directly comparable with each other.
High Partisan Random
hdeno hconno hdeno hconno
CR BILLS 0.19 0.76 0.09 0.70
CR TOPIC 0.35 0.76 0.29 0.70
CR PROXY 0.07 0.71 0.05 0.64
PN PROXY – 0.66 – 0.60
Table 3: Baseline homogeneity scores of embeddings
pretrained on each corpus.
from The New American Lexicon (Luntz 200611), a
famous report from focus group research which ex-
plicitly prescribes word choices that are empirically
favorable to the Republican party line.
5.3 Results
Overall, we see that our Vdeno and Vconno spaces
demonstrate the desired shift in homogeneities and
structures, which is intuitively illustrated by Fig-
ure 4. Quantitatively, Table 2 enumerates the ho-
mogeneity scores of both decomposed spaces as
well as their directions of change relative to the
pretrained space. For Vdeno, we see that denotation
homogeneity hdeno consistently increases and con-
11This is a leaked report circulated via a Google Drive link
which has been taken offline since. A copy is included in our
released data.
notation homogeneity hconno consistently decreases
as desired. Conversely, for Vconno, we see hconno in-
creases and hdeno decreases as desired. Further, we
see that the magnitude of change is greater across
the board for the highly partisan words than for ran-
dom words, which is expected as the highly parti-
san words are usually loaded with more denotation
or connotation information that can be manipulated.
The only exception is CR PROXY’s Vdeno, which
sees no significant movement in either direction.
This is understandable because CR PROXY is not
trained with ground truth denotation labels. (We
evaluate it with the labels from CR BILL).
As means of closer inspection, we compute the
cosine similarities of words in our Luntz-esque
analysis set. Because these pairs of words are
known to be political euphemisms (e.g. “estate tax”
and “death tax”, which refer to the same tax policy
but imply opposite partisanship), we expect these
pairs to become more cosine similar in Vdeno and
less cosine similar in Vconno. As shown in Table 4,
even without ground truth denotation labels, the
Vdeno of CR PROXY and PN PROXY still preserve
the pretrained denotation structure reasonably well.
For pairs that do see decrease in Vdeno similarity,
the errors are far smaller relative to their correct
CR BILL CR TOPIC CR PROXY PN PROXY
Vpre ∆Vd(↑) ∆Vc(↓) Vpre ∆Vd(↑) ∆Vc(↓) Vpre ∆Vd(↑) ∆Vc(↓) Vpre ∆Vd(↑) ∆Vc(↓)
undocumented workers/illegal aliens 0.81 +0.03 −0.01 0.81 −0.09 +0.14 0.95 +0.03 −1.28 0.96 +0.01 −0.20
estate tax/death tax 0.89 +0.05 −0.76 0.89 +0.08 −0.84 0.96 +0.00 −0.98 0.93 +0.01 −0.06
capitalism/free market 0.79 +0.11 +0.03 0.79 +0.14 +0.16 0.85 −0.07 −0.20 0.96 −0.01 −0.02
foreign trade/international trade 0.90 −0.05 +0.02 0.90 +0.02 −0.01 0.86 +0.05 −0.40 0.93 +0.03 +0.00
public option/government-run 0.67 +0.06 −0.57 0.67 +0.24 −0.84 0.92 +0.02 −1.08 0.97 +0.00 −0.01
trickle-down/cut taxes – – – – – – 0.87 +0.02 −0.51 0.95 +0.02 −0.12
voodoo economics/supply-side – – – – – – 0.95 −0.04 −0.07 0.91 +0.05 −0.05
tax expenditures/spending programs – – – – – – 0.93 −0.17 −1.03 0.99 +0.00 −0.16
waterboarding/interrogation – – – – – – 0.90 −0.04 −0.22 0.97 +0.01 −0.01
socialized medicine/single-payer – – – – – – 0.88 −0.11 −0.56 0.89 +0.02 −0.03
political speech/campaign spending – – – – – – 0.86 −0.02 −0.81 0.99 +0.00 −0.05
star wars/strategic defense initiative – – – – – – 0.91 −0.16 −0.69 – – –
nuclear option/constitutional option – – – – – – 0.97 −0.14 −1.30 – – –
Changes in the Correct Direction 4/5 3/5 4/5 3/5 5/13 13/13 10/11 10/11
Table 4: Changes in cosine similarity (relative to Vpretrained) for known political euphemism’ pairs, i.e. words with
the same denotation but opposite partisan connotation. Omitted entries are out of vocabulary.
reduction in Vconno similarity. For example, “politi-
cal speech” and “campaign spending” experience
a small (−0.02) decrease in denotation similarity;
in exchange, the model correctly recognizes that
the two words have opposite ideologies (−0.81 in
connotation similarity) on the issue of whether un-
limited campaign donation is shielded by the First
Amendment as “political speech”.
6 Extrinsic Evaluation
Ultimately, our work aims to be more than just
a theoretical exercise, but also to enable greater
control over how sensitive NLP systems are to de-
notation vs. connotation in downstream tasks. To
this end, we construct an ad hoc information re-
trieval task. We compare a system built on top
of Vpretrained to systems built on top of Vdeno and
Vconno in terms of both the quality of the ranking
and the ideological diversity represented among the
top results.
6.1 Setup
We focus only on PN PROXY for this evaluation
since it best matches the setting where we would
expect to apply these techniques in practice: (1) We
cannot always assume access to discrete denotation
labels. (2) Language in the PN corpus is strongly
influenced by ideology (as shown in Figure 2).
To generate a realistic set of queries, we start
with 12 seed words from our vocabulary, chosen
based on a list of the most important election issues
for Democrat and Republican voters according to a
recent Gallup Poll12. This results in the following
12https://news.gallup.com/poll/244367/top-issues-voters-
healthcare-economy-immigration.aspx
list: “economy, healthcare, immigration, women’s
rights, taxes, wealth, guns, climate change, for-
eign policy, supreme court, tariffs, special counsel”.
Then, for each seed word, we take 5 left-leaning
seeds to be the 5 nearest neighbors according to
Vpretrained, filtered to words which occur at least 100
times and for which at least 70% of occurrences ap-
peared in left-leaning articles. We similarly chose
5 right-leaning seeds. We then submit each parti-
san seed to the Bing Autosuggest API and retrieve
10 suggestions each. We manually filter the list
of queries to remove those that do not reflect the
intended word sense (e.g., “VA” leading to queries
about Virginia rather than the Veterans Adminis-
tration) and those which are not well matched to
our document collection (e.g., queries seeking dic-
tionary definitions, job openings, or specific web-
sites such as Facebook). Our final list contains
410 queries, 216 left-leaning and 194 right-leaning.
Table 5 shows several examples, the full list is in-
cluded in the supplementary material.
Wealth: globalist agenda ◦ globalist leaders ◦
extreme poverty rates ◦ romneys ties to burisma
Women’s Rights: title ix impact ◦ safe spaces and
snowflakes ◦ anti-choice zealots ◦ marriage equality
court case Immigration: illegal immigrants at southern
border ◦ illegals caught voting 2016 ◦ drug policy fbi ◦
opioid crisis afghanistan
Table 5: Example right- and left-leaning queries gener-
ated using the procedure described.
6.2 Models
We generate a ranked list of documents for each
query in a two-step manner: (1) We pre-select the
5,000 most relevant documents according to a tra-
ditional BM25 model (Robertson et al., 1995) with
default parameters. (2) This initial set of docu-
ments is then ranked using DRMM (Guo et al.,
2016), a neural relevance matching model for ad-
hoc retrieval. We train our retrieval model on
the MS MARCO collection (Bajaj et al., 2016)
of 550,000 queries and 8.8 million documents from
Bing. To highlight the effect of pretrained vs. de-
composed word embeddings, we freeze our word
embeddings during retrieval model training. While
(1) is purely based on tf-idf style statistics and re-
mains static for all compared conditions, (2) is
repeated for every proposed word embedding. This
results in a ranked list of the top 100 most relevant
documents for each query and word embedding.
6.3 Results
We compare the results of the DRMM retrieval
model using different word embeddings in terms
of quality and diversity of viewpoints reflected in
the ranked results. To measure diversity, we report
the overall distribution of political leanings among
the top 100 documents and the rank-weighted α-
nDCG (Clarke et al., 2008) diversity score. For
α-nDCG, higher values indicate a more diverse
list of results whose political leanings are evenly
distributed across result list ranks. To measure
ranking quality, we take a sample of 10 queries
and collect top 10 results returned by each model
variant, for a total of 300 query/document pairs. We
shuffle the list of pairs to avoid biasing ourselves,
and manually label each pair for whether or not
the document is relevant to the query. We report
Precision@10 estimated based on these 10 queries.
Figure 5 shows the overall party distributions.
Table 6 reports the α-nDCG and P@10 metrics. We
can see that models which use Vdeno produce more
diverse rankings than do models that use Vpertained,
with Vdeno producing an α-nDCG@100 of 0.94 vs.
0.92 for pretrained. This trend is especially ap-
parent in the rankings returned for right-leaning
queries: Under the pretrained model, 57% of the
documents returned came from right-leaning news
sources, whereas under the Vdeno-based model, the
results are nearly perfectly balanced between news
sources. However, we do see a drop in precision
when using Vdeno. This is not surprising given the
limitations observed in §5. If we had access to
ground-truth denotation labels when training Vdeno,
we might expect to see these numbers improve.
This is a promising direction for future work.
Figure 5: Distribution of partisanship of news source
for top 100 documents for right-leaning and left-
leaning queries. Red = right-leaning news sources; blue
= left-leaning; gray = nonpartisan or apolitical.
α-nDCG Gini
@10 @100 L R P@10
Vpretrained 0.907 0.915 0.215 0.207 0.78
Vdeno 0.922 0.944 0.160 0.080 0.37
Vconno 0.904 0.914 0.147 0.153 0.64
Table 6: Retrieval metrics. For α-nDCG, higher means
more diverse; for Gini, lower means more diverse.
7 Related Work
Embedding Augmentation. At the lexical level,
there is substantial literature that supplements pre-
trained representations with desired information
(Faruqui et al., 2015; Bamman et al., 2014) or im-
proves their interpretability (Murphy et al., 2012;
Arora et al., 2018; Lauretig, 2019). However, exist-
ing works tend to focus on evaluating the dictionary
definitions of words, less so on grounding words to
specific real world referents and, to our knowledge,
no major attempt yet in interpreting and manipu-
lating the denotation and connotation dimensions
of meaning as suggested by the semantic theories
discussed in §2. While we do not claim to do
full justice to conceptual role semantics either, this
paper furnishes a first attempt at implementing a
school of semantics introduced by philosophers of
language and increasingly popular among cognitive
scientists.
Style Transfer. At the sentence level, adversar-
ial setups similar to ours have been previously ex-
plored for differentiating style and content. For ex-
ample, Romanov et al. (2019); Yamshchikov et al.
(2019); John et al. (2019) converted informal En-
glish to formal English and Yelp reviews from posi-
tive to negative sentiment. The motivation for such
models is primarily natural language generation
and the personalization thereof (Li et al., 2016).
Additionally, our framing in terms of Frege’s sense
and reference adds clarity to the sometimes ill-
defined problems explored in style transfer (e.g.,
treating sentiment as “style”). For example, “she is
an undocumented immigrant” and “she is an illegal
alien” have the same truth conditions but different
connotations, whereas “the cafe is great” and “the
cafe is terrible” have different truth conditions.
Modeling Political Language. There is a wealth
of work on computational approaches for model-
ing political language (Glavasˇ et al., 2019). Within
NLP, such efforts tend to focus more on describing
how language differs between political subgroups,
rather than recognizing similarities in denotation
across ideological stances, which is the primary
goal of our work. For example, Preot¸iuc-Pietro
et al. (2017); Han et al. (2019) attempt to pre-
dict a person’s political ideology from their social
media posts, Sim et al. (2013) detect ideological
trends present in political speeches, Fulgoni et al.
(2016) predict political leaning of news articles,
and Pado´ et al. (2019) focuses on modeling the
network structure of policy debates within society.
Also highly related is work analyzing linguistic
framing in news (Greene and Resnik, 2009; Choi
et al., 2012; Baumer et al., 2015).
Echo Chambers and Search. The dangers of
ideological “echo chambers” have received signif-
icant attention across NLP, information retrieval,
and social science research communities. Dori-
Hacohen et al. (2015) discuss the challenges of
deploying information retrieval systems in con-
troversial domains, and Puschmann (2019) looks
specifically at the effects of search personalization
on election-related information. Many approaches
have been proposed to improve the diversity of
search results, typically by identifying search facets
a priori and then training a model to optimize for
diversity (Tintarev et al., 2018; Tabrizi and Shakery,
2019; Lunardi, 2019). In terms of linguistic analy-
ses, Rashkin et al. (2017) and Potthast et al. (2018)
analyze stylistic patterns that distinguish fake news
from real news. Duseja and Jhamtani (2019) study
linguistic patterns that distinguish whether individ-
uals are within social media echo chambers.
8 Summary
In this paper, we describe the problem of pretrained
word embeddings conflating denotation and con-
notation. We address this issue by introducing an
adversarial network that explicitly represents the
two properties as two different vector spaces. We
confirm that our decomposed spaces encode the
desired structure of denotation or connotation by
both quantitatively measuring their homogeneity
and qualitatively evaluating their clusters and their
representation of well-known political euphemisms.
Lastly, we show that our decomposed spaces are
capable of improving the diversity of document
rankings in an information retrieval task.
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A Hyperparameters
• All classifier probes are 4-layer MLPs with
hidden size 300, ReLU as nonlinearity, and
dropout with p = 0.33.
• Decomposers D and C are embedding matri-
ces of shape (vocab size, 300). Recomposer
R concatenates denotation and connotation as
a 600-dimensional vector and then feed it into
a linear layer of size (600, 300).
• The skip-gram loss follows the parameters
recommended by Mikolov et al. (2013). Con-
text window radius = 5. Negative samples per
true context word = 10. We also subsample
frequent words in exactly the same way as
the original paper (equation 5) did with their
threshold of 10−5.
• We use Adam as our optimizer throughout.
Learning rate = 1 × 10−3 for homogeneity
and 1× 10−5 for Luntz-esque models. Other
parameters left as PyTorch default.
• We train 30 epochs for large corpora (CR
PROXY and PN PROXY ). 150 epochs for
smaller corpora (CR TOPIC and CR BILL).
• With batch size = 1024, the smaller corpora
take about half an hour to train on an RTX
2080 Ti or comparable GPUs. With batch
size = 8192, The larger corpora take about 50
hours to train.
• PyTorch version = 1.6. CUDA version = 10.2.
B Preprocessing Procedures for
Congressional Record
We use Stanford Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) for tok-
enization, part-of-speech tag, dependency parsing,
and named entity recognition. We replace multi-
word phrases with an atomic token. We source
our phrases of interests from the following three
pipelines:
1. Named entity recognizer.
2. Frequency-based collocation. (We experi-
mented with PMI-based collocation, which
yielded results that were more prone to arti-
facts and arbitrary threshold setting.)
Luntz-esque: estate tax, death tax, capitalism, free
market, undocumented, illegal aliens, foreign trade, in-
ternational trade, public option, governmentrun, politi-
cal speech, campaign spending, cut taxes, trickledown,
Random (CR): cerro, brownfields, redtape, soon as
possible, implicit, sup, habits, granted, personality, luis,
internationally, itemize, fidel castro, centralize, restraint,
pleadings, amendment before us, child custody protec-
tion, cheney, illegal aliens, Random (PN): reigniting,
hurst, see happen, wandering, wp, conveying, obama
obama, global politics, really serious, faggot, permanent
normal, syrian observatory, native american, strength
among, orbiting, protege, exclaimed, tunis, snopes staff,
administration also, High Partisan (CR): the usa pa-
triot act, mining, patterns, public safety, gorge, spills,
wall street, joliet, bridges, tax code, registrants, freedom
of speech, compensatory time, college education, shel-
ter, hunger, oil companies, scourge, somalia, traders,
High Partisan (PN): mrs. romney, pesticides, zionists,
u.s. support, pacific northwest, economics defense, light
bulbs, east asian, burton, smog, abdel fattah, banksters,
work requirements, greenhouse gases, duggars, nigeria
security, bolling, geopolitics, teng, newsom said
Table 7: Sample words from each of our test sets as
described in §5.2.
3. Bigram and trigram constituents of parse trees
that are (a) POS-tagged as noun phrase or
verb phrase; (b) contain no stop words as
in nltk.corpus.stop words; (c) con-
tain no parliamentary procedural words as in
{“yield”, “motion”, “order”, “ordered”, “quo-
rum”, “roll”, “unanimous”, “mr.”, “madam”,
“speaker”, “chairman”, “president”, “senator”,
“gentleman”, “colleague”, “colleagues”}
From these sources, we filter vocabulary with mini-
mum frequency = 15 for small corpora, 30 for large
corpora. We then replace each phrase in the corpus
by their respective tokens joined by an underscore.
When words can be replaced by multiple phrases,
longer phrases take priority, and then more frequent
phrases take second priority.
Finally, we discard sentences with less than 5
words. We truncate sentences more than 20 words.
C Preprocessing Procedures for Partisan
News
Kiesel et al. (2019) includes 600k articles for train
and 150k articles for validation, each labeled with
a 5-way partisanship by their publisher. We only
train on their validation set because it is comparable
in size with Congressional Record and it requires
less data cleaning. We discard duplicate sentences,
and the rest of the processing pipeline is the same
as the Congressional Record.
As mentioned in the main paper, we find the
corpus-given “left” vs. “left-center” and “right”
and “right-center” labels are prone to artifacts of
particular publishers. For example, many foreign
policy related phrases dominate the “right-center”
category simply because the publisher Foreign Af-
fairs is labeled as “right-center”, but this distinction
is unsupported in ground truth. Therefore, we col-
lapse “left-center” and “left” as one class, and we
collapse “right-center” and “right” as one class.
D Grounding Bill Titles and Topics
We first filter out bills that are mentioned less
than 3 times in its corresponding two-year con-
gressional session. The vast majority of bills are
only mentioned one time (when they were intro-
duced) or twice (often a bipartisanship poster-child
co-sponsor repeats the spiel.)
After manual inspection, we define three
speeches after the bill mentioned speech as context
speeches and thus assigned the same denotation
label (bill or topic) as the bill mentioned speech.
Statistics of bill mentioned for each congressional
session is summarized in Table 8. Subsequent ta-
bles show examples of bill topics, their frequency,
and example bill mentioned speeches.
Session Bills Scraped
Bill Title
RegEx Matches
Bills with
> 3 mentions
Speeches with those
Bills Mentioned
Num. Sentences
97 1471 539 43 464 20372
98 1633 688 51 665 33242
99 1895 360 45 273 16128
100 2092 440 47 358 18376
101 2633 805 82 684 35903
102 2778 626 58 503 26944
103 2261 443 42 325 16500
104 2120 548 46 440 21664
105 2587 1174 97 931 51878
106 3421 1317 115 1033 64605
107 3225 1007 92 752 44901
108 3039 688 75 436 26783
109 3363 817 62 616 31838
110 3928 1052 102 865 41601
111 3714 868 73 740 36026
Table 8: Corpus with regular expression search for bill titles.
Example Topic Example Bill Short Titles
Health
National Diabetes Act
Medical Devices Safety Act
Emergency Medical Services Systems Act
Education
Women’s Educational Equity Act
Elementary and Secondary Drug Abuse Eradication Act
Community Education Development Act
Government
Operations and
Politics
Nonpartisan Commission on Campaign Reform Act
Government in the Sunshine Act
Congressional Disclosure of Income Act
Table 9: Example bill topics.
Freq. per sentence Topic
45815 Health
38339 Education
33993 Government operations and politics
33462 Labor and employment
28392 Taxation
26435 Crime and law enforcement
24204 Finance and financial sector
22273 Commerce
21451 Transportation and public works
20865 International affairs
18560 Public lands and natural resources
17369 Armed forces and national security
16376 Economics and public finance
15660 Law
14702 Environmental protection
14472 Foreign trade and international finance
13353 Families
11752 Energy
11741 Agriculture and food
10512 Science, technology, communications
7050 Civil rights and liberties, minority issues
6599 Housing and community development
6066 Social welfare
5019 Native Americans
3582 Water resources development
3566 Commemorations
3457 Emergency management
2160 Immigration
2116 Congress
1640 Animals
1559 Sports and recreation
1303 Day care
552 Arts, culture, religion
545 Awards, medals, prizes
473 Public works
389 Federal aid to handicapped services
344 Monuments and memorials
241 Administrative procedure
157 Arms control
123 Mines and mineral resources
94 Fires
Table 10: CR TOPIC
Example Speeches with Bill Mentions
“Auto Stock for Every Taxpayer Act” These companies did all of this when the main company
decided that the subsidiary was not consistent with the core business. That is what we should do with
General Motors–give taxpayers its shares and get General Motors back in the marketplace where
it belongs. This idea is fast. it is simple. and it creates a market for the shares... I ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the RECORD newspaper articles supporting the Auto Stock for Every
Taxpayer Act.
“Radioactive Import Deterrence Act” Mr. Speaker. the Radioactive Import Deterrence Act is a
bipartisan bill that would ban the importation of lowlevel radioactive waste unless the President
provides a waiver. Lowlevel radioactive waste is generated by medical facilities. university research
labs. and utility companies. This waste is generated all over the United States. but finding permanent
disposal sites has proven difficult. Currently. 36 States and the District of Columbia have only one
approved site to store all the waste generated by those industries. That site is located in Utah...
“Help Find the Missing Act” I yield myself such time as I may consume. Madam Speaker. the
Help Find the Missing Act. or Billys Law. will help families of missing persons find their loved
ones by strengthening Federal databases about missing persons and unidentified remains. Every
year. tens of thousands of Americans go missing and are never found. In the subcommittee we heard
moving testimony from Ms. Janice Smolinski. whose son. Billy. went missing in 2004. While
she has not found her son. she has dedicated her life to improving the system for others. including
highlighting the need to strengthen and expand access to our missing persons databases. I thank her
for her dedication to this worthy cause...
“Emergency Aid to American Survivors of the Haiti Earthquake Act” Madam Speaker. I yield
myself such time as I may consume. I rise in support of this Senate bill. S. 2949. As Representative
MCDERMOTT described. it will provide assistance to thousands of Americans returning from Haiti
following the devastating January 12 earthquake there. Let me reiterate that we are helping American
citizens with this legislation. The bill. entitled Emergency Aid to American Survivors of the Haiti
Earthquake Act. will ensure that State and local governments and charitable agencies on the ground
in Florida...
“Enhanced Oversight of State and Local Economic Recovery Act” Mr. Speaker. I rise to thank
my colleagues for favorable consideration of H.R. 2182. the Enhanced Oversight of State and Local
Economic Recovery Act. I was pleased to cosponsor this legislation. which was introduced by the
chairman of the Oversight and Government Reform Committee. At a hearing of that committee. we
learned that dedicated oversight funding for State and local governments could improve oversight of
money appropriated through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act...
“Veterans Dog Training Therapy Act” I yield myself such time as I may consume. Madam
Speaker. I rise today in support of H.R. 3885. the Veterans Dog Training Therapy Act. I want to
thank the ranking member of the Health Subcommittee. Congressman BROWN from South Carolina.
for bringing us this legislation. Madam Speaker. we all recognize how damaging the invisible
wounds of war can be. The need for effective treatments for posttraumatic stress disorder and for
other conditions. such as depression and substance abuse. is apparent. I think. to all Americans. This
act recognizes and meets this need by exploring an innovative and promising new form of treatment.
using the training of service dogs as a therapeutic medium...
“Prevent Deceptive Census Look Alike Mailings Act” Mr. Speaker. entering its 23rd decade. the
U.S. Census is the longest running national census in the world. Our founders wrote it into the
Constitution. because taking a fair count is an essential part of fair government. A comprehensive.
accurate Census helps ensure that our common resources are distributed where they are most needed.
so that our communities can get the roads. schools. and police protection that they need. Theres
nothing partisan about that goal. Unfortunately. some groups have set out to deceive Americans by
disguising their own private mailings as Census documents...
Table 11: Seven random samples of bill mentions from the 111th Congress. Speeches truncated to fit the table.
